SUGGESTED READING

Hawaii: World-Class Observatories and Natural Wonders

Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books prepared for your journey. Carleton travelers may enter coupon code N92016 at checkout to receive $25 off your order. For your convenience, you may call toll-free (800) 342-2164 to order these books directly from Longitude, a specialty mail-order book service. To order online, and to get the latest, most comprehensive selection of books for your trip, go directly to reading.longitudebooks.com/N926540.

RECOMMENDED PACKAGE

These 4 items are available as a set for $70 including shipping, 15% off the retail price (Item EXHWI83). Any additional books ordered will be shipped free of charge.


Twain, Mark. *Mark Twain’s Letters from Hawaii*. University of Hawaii Press, 1989. These observant and often wildly hilarious letters from an 1866 trip display Twain’s famous wit. (PAPER, 298 Pp., $17.99, Item HWI170)


MAPS & GUIDEBOOKS

Trails Illustrated. *Hawaii Volcanoes National Park*. Trails Illustrated, 2011. This handy map, with trails and visitor information, includes the entire park area. (MAP, Pp., $11.95, Item HWI247)

HISTORY, CULTURE & EXPLORATION


Moore, Susanna. *Paradise of the Pacific, Approaching Hawaii*. Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2015. An enjoyable history of late 18th-century Hawaii by an award-winning novelist. Moore confines her focus to the islands’ not-so-distant collision with the West, conjuring important figures from the period, including shipwrecked sailors, Spanish galleons, British navigators and Irish poachers. (HARD COVER, 352 Pp., $26.00, Item HWI283)


Allen, Helena G. *The Betrayal of Liliuokalani: The Last Queen of Hawaii 1838-1917*. Mutual, 1982. Depicting Hawaii at the moment its monarchy was toppled by missionaries and foreign encroachment, this biography captures the unique and inspirational character of Hawaii’s last queen at the end of an era. (PAPER, 432 Pp., $9.95, Item HWI295)
**LITERATURE**


**NATURAL HISTORY & FIELD GUIDES**

Beletsky, Les. *Hawaii, Travellers’ Wildlife Guides*. Interlink Publishing Group, 2005. This all-around field guide features color illustrations of commonly encountered birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians and fish with notes on Hawaii’s geology and popular parks and reserves. (PAPER, 350 Pp., $27.95, Item HWI50)


Shipping charges via UPS or Priority Mail: $4.95 for first book, $1 per additional book up to a maximum of $9.95.

Book prices and availability subject to change.
Checks, Visa, MasterCard, AmEx and Discover accepted.

Call (+1) 800 342 2164 or go to reading.longitudebooks.com/N926540